Chapter House Roof and Mason’s Loft -
Health and Safety Information for Visitors

Chapter House Roof and Masons’ Loft tour:

We want you to enjoy your visit and your safety, and that of other visitors, is paramount. Please make your group aware of the following:

- All participants must be aged 18+
- You must be able to climb 85 stairs
- Sensible footwear must be worn: no stilettoes, flip-flops or other shoes which would make climbing through narrow passages, steep steps or uneven areas difficult.
- No large backpacks, luggage or other bags are permitted. The Minster does not offer a “left-luggage” facility. This can be found nearby.
- If you have, or have ever suffered from:
  - Heart/blood pressure problems
  - Asthma
  - Vertigo
  - Claustrophobia
  - Restricted mobility
  - Recently undergone surgery
  - Any restrictive medical condition then you should not to attempt this tour.
- If you are pregnant you should not attempt the tour.

Tickets are sold at the discretion of Minster staff. Their decision is final.